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material study models |
 
camp analysis drawings |
site condition analysis drawing |
 
site model | 
detail screen model |
time-lapse drawing of wind |
researching previous landscape projects/ land artists
learning + experimenting with using materials in architecture 
+ design of landscapes
research of dadaab camps + space analysis
studying site conditions to understand + design the idea of 
comfort
placement of screens into site 
prototype of protective barrier from wind / creates facade 
for refugee comfort [dwelling + community spaces]








sited in dadaab, kenya // raaxo is a transformation of the 
current landscape that works with harsh conditions of 
sun and wind to provide spaces of dwelling and gathering, 
improving refugee comfort by initiating a sense of community. 
tall, mechanical screens protect against the strong desert 
winds, while also creating a build-up of sand. overtime, 
the sand build-up forms an exterior barrier around the 
community and dwelling spaces, and creates a façade on 
the interior. Other designed screens are placed opposite the 
formed community spaces, providing shade from the desert 
sun for the refugees. throughout the span of a year, raaxo 
becomes a designed landscape of multiple protected spaces 
of comfort where refugees occupy, gather and call “home”.
sited in east kenya, dadaab is mud & tent metropolis; 
a 17-mile span of flat, red plain surrounded by desert 
and thorn trees, occupied by the four most populated 
refugee camps in the world. within the month, the 
kenyan government will start the process of closing all 
four camps- due to prolonged insecurity and violence 
of the barren, dusty settlement, they feel the need to 
terminate dadaab.
“Baris was an interesting problem in which I was to create 
all the parts of a community, to bring together in the best 
manner possible people whom I did not know. All that I 
had at my disposal were demographic, geographic and 
climatic surveys. I had to provide the aesthetics, the sense 
of man in a space constructed by man”. 
“If houses have to be built at all, in sufficient quantity, they must be 
built without money.”
“With [mud] in mind, and realizing that no surveys or plans of local villages 
were available to him, he used the traditional village typology itself, with its 
winding streets and and introverted forms, as a guide”





“Fathy devoted himself to housing the poor in developing nations [...] he 
worked to create an indigenous environment at a minimal cost, and in so 
doing to improve the economy and the standard of living in rural areas.”
-hassan fathy
new baris village
Hassan Fathy, Kharga, Egypt
01
“The Rural Studio philosophy suggests that everyone, both 
rich and poor, deserves the benefit of good design. To fulfill 
this ethic, the Studio has evolved towards more community-
oriented projects. Projects have become multi-year, multi 
phase efforts traveling across three counties. Students work 
within the community to define solutions, fundraise, design 
and build remarkable projects. The Studio continually questions 
what should be built, rather than what can be built, both for the 
performance and operation of the projects. ”
“Architecture, more than any other art form, is a social art and 
must rest on the social and cultural base of its time and place.”
“The initial sketch is always an emotion, not a concept.”




03 “Architecture has to be greater than just architecture. It has to address social values, as well as technical and aesthetic values.”
-samuel mockbee, founder
rural studio
Samuel Mockbee, Hale County, Alabama
0201
“There are no such things as architects, urban planners 
or engineers. What is built in the Jungle is based on the 
refugees’ desires, memories and shared symbols. Shelter, 
religion, education, trading and culture are five clear aspects 
of any community and they are present in the Jungle.”
“You could understand [the structure’s] function even though they did not 
look like we usually see them: the church looked like a church made out of 
tarpaulin and the school was graffiti-painted.”
The structures in the camp are built mainly from found materials or 
materials given by volunteers passing through Calais. To keep safe from rain 
and wind, the best materials to use are tarpaulins and wood.




03 “Shelters should be designed to break up daily routines, and give the user the freedom to individually inhabit the space.”
-sophie flinder
calais jungle
Unofficial Refugee Camp in Calais, France
03
 a proposal for a three-story structural framework to 
allow the stacking of 20 foot shipping containers in a 
checkerboard fashion. this alternating arrangement 
allows for airy and open living spaces with built-in 
shelves and closets for storage, a missing element within 
the temporary houses issued by the government. since 
many areas share similar landscape characteristics, these 
buildings may be constructed in many disaster situations 
and continue to be used as a long term residential solution 
due to their excellent seismic performance.
triangulated clerestory windows introduce natural daylight into 
the interior. the area for the food market is formed with a ring of 
containers and a tentsile roof protects from changing weather.
shigeru ban learned about the state of the town of onagawa and their 





a community center and market are centrally located in the complex, 
offering a gathering space for community members.
onagawa:
Shigeru Ban, Miyagi, Japan
04
temporary container housing
Local authorities and government agencies might like the idea in the 
long term because they wouldn’t have to be the builders, but simply the 
land assemblers.
Plywood happens to be where we started, and it’s a material that works well 
where labor is expensive. We’re material-agnostic. What we hope people 
will do is to find the right local materials that work best for them.





Architecture, especially housing, is procured through a narrow base of 
designers and building companies, and that it’s time to democratize, 
and for architects to empower people by working for a lot of small 




+put the design solutions for building low-cost, low-energy, high-
performance homes into the hands of every citizen and business on earth.
+use digitisation to make it easier for existing industries to design, invest in, 
manufacture and assemble better, more sustainable, more affordable homes 
for more people.
+grow a new, distributed housing industry, comprising many citizens, 
communities and small businesses developing homes and neighbourhoods 




“how to build with clay... and community”
CASE STUDY
gando primary school
Diébédo Francis Kéré, Burkina Faso
06
The design for the Primary School evolved from a lengthy list 
of parameters including cost, climate, resource availability, and 
construction feasibility. The success of the project relied on both 
embracing and negating these constraints. In order to maximize results 
with the minimal resources available, a clay/mud hybrid construction 
was primarily used. Clay is abundantly available in the region, and 
is traditionally used in the construction of housing. These traditional 
clay-building techniques were modified and modernized in order 
to create a more structurally robust construction in the form of bricks. 
The clay bricks have the added advantage of being cheap, easy to 
produce, and also providing thermal protection against the hot climate. 
Despite their durability, however, the walls must still be protected from 
damaging rains with a large overhanging tin roof.
“In this school, there was a simple idea: to create comfort in a classroom 
[and to] make the classroom good for teaching and learning”01
“How do you cast mud? We start making a lot of mortars, and when 
you know what is the best recipe and the best form, you start working 
with the community.”02
-diébédo francis kérékéré
I want to start with a story, a la Seth Godin, from when I was 12 years old. My uncle Ed gave me a beautiful blue sweater — at least I 
thought it was beautiful. And it had fuzzy zebras walking across the stomach, and Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount Meru were kind of right 
across the chest, that were also fuzzy. And I wore it whenever I could, thinking it was the most fabulous thing I owned. Until one day in 
ninth grade, when I was standing with a number of the football players. And my body had clearly changed, and Matt, who was 
undeniably my nemesis in high school, said in a booming voice that we no longer had to go far away to go on ski trips, but we could all 
ski on Mount Novogratz. (Laughter) And I was so humiliated and mortified that I immediately ran home to my mother and chastised her 
for ever letting me wear the hideous sweater. We drove to the Goodwill and we threw the sweater away somewhat ceremoniously, my 
idea being that I would never have to think about the sweater nor see it ever again. Fast forward — 11 years later, I’m a 25-year-old kid. 
I’m working in Kigali, Rwanda, jogging through the steep slopes, when I see, 10 feet in front of me, a little boy — 11 years old — running 
toward me, wearing my sweater. And I’m thinking, no, this is not possible. But so, curious, I run up to the child — of course scaring the 
living bejesus out of him — grab him by the collar, turn it over, and there is my name written on the collar of this sweater. I tell that story, 
because it has served and continues to serve as a metaphor to me about the level of connectedness that we all have on this Earth. We so 
often don’t realize what our action and our inaction does to people we think we will never see and never know. I also tell it because it 
tells a larger contextual story of what aid is and can be. That this traveled into the Goodwill in Virginia, and moved its way into the larger 
industry, which at that point was giving millions of tons of secondhand clothing to Africa and Asia. Which was a very good thing, 
providing low cost clothing. And at the same time, certainly in Rwanda, it destroyed the local retailing industry. Not to say that it shouldn’t 
have, but that we have to get better at answering the questions that need to be considered when we think about consequences and 
responses. So, I’m going to stick in Rwanda, circa 1985, 1986, where I was doing two things. I had started a bakery with 20 unwed 
mothers. We were called the “Bad News Bears,” and our notion was we were going to corner the snack food business in Kigali, which 
was not hard because there were no snacks before us. And because we had a good business model, we actually did it, and I watched 
these women transform on a micro-level. But at the same time, I started a micro-finance bank, and tomorrow Iqbal Quadir is going to talk 
about Grameen, which is the grandfather of all micro-finance banks, which now is a worldwide movement — you talk about a meme 
— but then it was quite new, especially in an economy that was moving from barter into trade. We got a lot of things right. We focused 
on a business model; we insisted on skin in the game. The women made their own decisions at the end of the day as to how they would 
use this access to credit to build their little businesses, earn more income so they could take care of their families better. What we didn’t 
understand, what was happening all around us, with the confluence of fear, ethnic strife and certainly an aid game, if you will, that was 
playing into this invisible but certainly palpable movement inside Rwanda, that at that time, 30 percent of the budget was all foreign aid. 
The genocide happened in 1994, seven years after these women all worked together to build this dream. And the good news was that 
the institution, the banking institution, lasted. In fact, it became the largest rehabilitation lender in the country. The bakery was completely 
wiped out, but the lessons for me were that accountability counts — got to build things with people on the ground, using business 
models where, as Steven Levitt would say, the incentives matter. Understand, however complex we may be, incentives matter. So when 
Chris raised to me how wonderful everything that was happening in the world, that we were seeing a shift in zeitgeist, on the one hand I 
absolutely agree with him, and I was so thrilled to see what happened with the G8 — that the world, because of people like Tony Blair 
and Bono and Bob Geldof — the world is talking about global poverty; the world is talking about Africa in ways I have never seen in my 
life. It’s thrilling. And at the same time, what keeps me up at night is a fear that we’ll look at the victories of the G8 — 50 billion dollars in 
increased aid to Africa, 40 billion in reduced debt — as the victory, as more than chapter one, as our moral absolution. And in fact, what 
we need to do is see that as chapter one, celebrate it, close it, and recognize that we need a chapter two that is all about execution, all 
about the how-to. And if you remember one thing from what I want to talk about today, it’s that the only way to end poverty, to make it 
history, is to build viable systems on the ground that deliver critical and affordable goods and services to the poor, in ways that are 
financially sustainable and scaleable. If we do that, we really can make poverty history.  And it was that — that whole philosophy — that 
encouraged me to start my current endeavor called “Acumen Fund,” which is trying to build some mini-blueprints for how we might do 
that in water, health and housing in Pakistan, India, Kenya, Tanzania and Egypt. And I want to talk a little bit about that, and some of the 
examples, so you can see what it is that we’re doing. But before I do this — and this is another one of my pet peeves — I want to talk a 
little bit about who the poor are. Because we too often talk about them as these strong, huge masses of people yearning to be free, 
when in fact, it’s quite an amazing story. On a macro level, four billion people on Earth make less than four dollars a day. That’s who we 
talk about when we think about “the poor.” If you aggregate it, it’s the third largest economy on Earth, and yet most of these people go 
invisible. Where we typically work, there’s people making between one and three dollars a day. Who are these people? They are 
farmers and factory workers. They work in government offices. They’re drivers. They are domestics. They typically pay for critical goods 
and services like water, like healthcare, like housing, and they pay 30 to 40 times what their middleclass counterparts pay — certainly 
where we work in Karachi and Nairobi. The poor also are willing to make, and do make, smart decisions, if you give them that 
opportunity. So, two examples. One is in India, where there are 240 million farmers, most of whom make less than two dollars a day. 
Where we work in Aurangabad, the land is extraordinarily parched. You see people on average making 60 cents to a dollar. This guy in 
pink is a social entrepreneur named Ami Tabar. What he did was see what was happening in Israel, larger approaches, and figure out 
how to do a drip irrigation, which is a way of bringing water directly to the plant stock. But previously it’s only been created for 
large-scale farms, so Ami Tabar took this and modularized it down to an eighth of an acre. A couple of principles: build small. Make it 
infinitely expandable and affordable to the poor. This family, Sarita and her husband, bought a 15-dollar unit when they were living in a 
— literally a three-walled lean-to with a corrugated iron roof. After one harvest, they had increased their income enough to buy a second 
system to do their full quarter-acre. A couple of years later, I meet them. They now make four dollars a day, which is pretty much middle 
class for India, and they showed me the concrete foundation they had just laid to build their house. And I swear, you could see the future 
in that woman’s eyes. Something I truly believe. You can’t talk about poverty today without talking about malaria bed nets, and I again 
give Jeffrey Sachs of Harvard huge kudos for bringing to the world this notion of his rage — for five dollars you can save a life. Malaria is 
a disease that kills one to three million people a year. 300 to 500 million cases are reported. It’s estimated that Africa loses about 13 billion 
dollars a year to the disease. Five dollars can save a life. We can send people to the moon; we can see if there’s life on Mars — why can’t 
we get five-dollar nets to 500 million people?  The question, though, is not “Why can’t we?” The question is how can we help Africans 
do this for themselves? A lot of hurdles. One: production is too low. Two: price is too high. Three: this is a good road in — right near 
where our factory is located. Distribution is a nightmare, but not impossible. We started by making a 350,000-dollar loan to the largest 
traditional bed net manufacturer in Africa so that they could transfer technology from Japan and build these long-lasting, five-year nets. 
Here are just some pictures of the factory. Today, three years later, the company has employed another thousand women. It contributes 
about 600,000 dollars in wages to the economy of Tanzania. It’s the largest company in Tanzania. The throughput rate right now is 1.5 
million nets, three million by the end of the year. We hope to have seven million at the end of next year. So the production side is 
working. On the distribution side, though, as a world, we have a lot of work to do. Right now, 95 percent of these nets are being bought 
by the U.N., and then given primarily to people around Africa. We’re looking at building on some of the most precious resources of 
Africa: people. Their women. And so I want you to meet Jacqueline, my namesake, 21 years old. If she were born anywhere else but 
Tanzania, I’m telling you, she could run Wall Street. She runs two of the lines, and has already saved enough money to put a down 
payment on her house. She makes about two dollars a day, is creating an education fund, and told me she is not marrying nor having 
children until these things are completed. And so, when I told her about our idea — that maybe we could take a Tupperware model from 
the United States, and find a way for the women themselves to go out and sell these nets to others — she quickly started calculating what 
she herself could make and signed up. We took a lesson from IDEO, one of our favorite companies, and quickly did a prototyping on 
this, and took Jacqueline into the area where she lives. She brought 10 of the women with whom she interacts together to see if she 
could sell these nets, five dollars apiece, despite the fact that people say nobody will buy one, and we learned a lot about how you sell 
things. Not coming in with our own notions, because she didn’t even talk about malaria until the very end. First, she talked about 
comfort, status, beauty. These nets, she said, you put them on the floor, bugs leave your house. Children can sleep through the night; 
the house looks beautiful; you hang them in the window. And we’ve started making curtains, and not only is it beautiful, but people can 
see status — that you care about your children. Only then did she talk about saving your children’s lives. A lot of lessons to be learned in 
terms of how we sell goods and services to the poor. I want to end just by saying that there’s enormous opportunity to make poverty 
history. To do it right, we have to build business models that matter, that are scaleable and that work with Africans, Indians, people all 
over the developing world who fit in this category, to do it themselves. Because at the end of the day, it’s about engagement. It’s about 
understanding that people really don’t want handouts, that they want to make their own decisions; they want to solve their own 
problems; and that by engaging with them, not only do we create much more dignity for them, but for us as well. And so I urge all of 
you to think next time as to how to engage with this notion and this opportunity that we all have — to make poverty history — by really 
becoming part of the process and moving away from an us-and-them world, and realizing that it’s about all of us, and the kind of world 




0706 invest in... CASE STUDY0908
By choosing one humble material, Elora and her team are building a 
whole new world.
green school
Elora Hardy, Ibuku, Bali
Growing up in Bali with two artist parents, Elora Hardy’s 
creativity led her to design prints for one of New York’s biggest 
fashion houses. Then, in a dramatic shift, she moved back home 
and founded Ibuku, a team that builds bespoke homes made 
and furnished almost entirely of bamboo.  The strength of this 
abundant local grass allows for towering, curvilinear structures 
with a notable sense of luminosity and comfort. Ibuku builds 
on a design process and an engineering system that were first 
established at the nearby Green School. 
CASE STUDY10
“The land is the material and the tools are those which have 
always been used to shape the land.”
Land Artist, The Netherlands
lucien den arend
Land art projects by the sculptor were influenced by 
the characteristics of the Dutch landscape. His earth 
art, earthworks or landart is a projection of this man-
made land - a flat and geometrically laid out landscape. 
The landscape in Holland is flat and the land has been 
completely designed by man. Whereas land art is usually 
made in natural surroundings, it is a difficult task for an 
artist to design in an already planned environment. An 
urban land art project is often the result.
CASE STUDY08




In the summer of 2007, Harvard architecture student Michael Murphy moved to an 
abandoned military camp on a remote hilltop in Rwanda. For the next six months he 
lived in a converted tribunal building, conferring daily with doctors, nurses, patients, and 
neighbors. The mission: build a new hospital with local labor and materials, using design 
concepts that prevent the transmission of airborne disease. In place of drawn curtains, closed 
windows, and unventilated corridors would be cross-ventilation systems, secluded wards 
with interior courtyards, and rooms sweetened by natural breezes. And in place of using 
outside contractors would be training for a local labor force eager to pull itself out of poverty.
Murphy — who graduates today (May 26) with a master’s in architecture from the Harvard 
University Graduate School of Design — eventually spent 15 months in Rwanda trying out a 
constellation of new ideas: that architecture can play a role in reducing poverty; that good 
design can influence health outcomes; and that the work of construction can build dignity, 
a skilled workforce, and even hope in places marked by poverty and tragedy. “Architecture 
is an expansive field,” he said, but too often it has been narrowly considered, ignoring the 
social justice inherent in appropriate design. To explore and execute these emerging ideas, 
Murphy and Marika Shioiri-Clark, M.Arch. 1 ’11, founded the nonprofit MASS Design Group 
four years ago. Today it’s a buzzing firm of 16 architects and designers — many of them 
Harvard graduates — working on clinics, schools, and hospitals in the developing world. 
The main office is in Boston’s South End, where founding partner Alan Ricks, M.Arch. 1 ’10, is 
creative director and David Saladik, M.Arch. 1 ’10, is chief operating officer. Elizabeth Timme, 
M.Arch. 2 ’10, runs the new Los Angeles office. Seven other staffers are based in Kigali, 
Rwanda’s capital. Michael Murphy (pictured) and Marika Shioiri-Clark, M.Arch. 1 ’11, founded 
the nonprofit MASS Design Group four years ago. Today it’s a buzzing firm of 16 architects 
and designers — many of them Harvard graduates — working on clinics, schools, and hospitals 
in the developing world. Butaro Hospital, finished earlier this year, is a place where dignity 
was constructed along with walls and walkways, said Murphy. Of the 1,400 local laborers 
taking part, some were trained in masonry, carpentry, and other skills that he said are already 
improving the local economy and infrastructure. The day Butaro was dedicated, Feb. 24, 
was the most powerful his life, said Murphy. It was “proof of concept,” he said, “a new way 
of thinking about architecture’s social responsibility.” MASS Design Group this year will add 
two other components to that new way of thinking. One is research to engage public health 
scholars in proving that good design is part of good health outcomes. Another is education. 
Most of the seven MASS Design Group architects in Rwanda teach at the Kigali Institute of 
Science and Technology, where former GSD visiting faculty member Sierra Bainbridge directs 
the architecture program — the country’s first. Said Murphy, “We want Rwandans to rebuild 
Rwanda.” Murphy called his path to Harvard “circuitous.” He studied literature at the University 
of Chicago as a way to investigate politics, anthropology, and human rights. After graduation 
in 2002, he spent two years in the New York City book industry. By 2005, Murphy was trying 
out freelance journalism in Cape Town, South Africa, where he had lived as a student five 
years before. In the interval, broad open lawns had given way to high walls and barbed wire 
— changing realities that made him realize architects could help in emerging economies, or 
do harm by ignoring the power of context. Murphy developed a sensitivity to culture, identity, 
and social justice growing up in Poughkeepsie, a city in New York’s Hudson Valley where 
poverty and crime ate away at a diverse social fabric. Literature and travel completed the job, 
and by the time he entered Harvard in the fall of 2006, said Murphy, “I was ready to explore.”, 
Late last month, he was busy finishing his thesis, an exploration of Space & Society magazine 
(1976-2000), a publication that developed a rich debate over social responsibilities — in a 
quest for what its editor Giancarlo de Carlo called “the whole architect.” The same identity 
crisis has gripped the profession in the 21st century, said Murphy. In answer, MASS Design 
Group hopes to pave a way to designs that are contemporary, contextual, humble, and 
descriptive of expanded roles for architecture. In July, he will be in Rwanda to help dedicate 
the Girubuntu School, a 10-building campus on a Kigali hilltop. Spatially segregated by 
grades, it will serve 300 primary school children. “I love this work so much,” said Murphy, “that 
I don’t have much of a life outside of it.”
CASE STUDY11
Danae Stratou + Alexandra Stratou + Stella Constantinides
Sahara Desert
desert breath
An impossibly immense land art installation dug into the 
sands of the Sahara desert by the D.A.ST. Arteam back 
in 1997. The artwork was a collaborative effort spanning 
two years between installation artist Danae Stratou, 
industrial designer Alexandra Stratou, and architect Stella 
Constantinides, and was meant as an exploration of 
infinity against the backdrop of the largest African desert. 
Covering an area of about 1 million square feet. The piece 
involved the displacement of 280,000 square feet of sand 
and the creation of a large central pool of water.
CASE STUDY12
The couple likes to create ‘gentle disturbances’ in spaces owned 
by human beings - to make people become more aware of 
themselves and their surroundings.
Christo + Jeanne-Claude, United Arab Emirates
abu dhabi mastaba
It will be the largest sculpture in the world, made 
from 410,000 multi-colored barrels to form a 
mosaic of bright sparkling colors, echoing Islamic 
architecture. The Mastaba is an ancient and familiar 
shape to the people of the region.
CASE STUDY13
Christo + Jeanne-Claude, USA + Japan
the umbrellas
This Japan-USA temporary work of art reflected the 
similarities and differences in the ways of life and the 
use of the land in two inland valleys, one 12 miles long 
in Japan, and the other 18 miles long in the USA. The 
Umbrellas, free standing dynamic modules, reflected 
the availability of the land in each valley, creating an 
invitational inner space, as houses without walls, or 
temporary settlements and related to the ephemeral 
character of the work of art.
CASE STUDY14
Michael Heizer, Nevada, USA
city
The sculpture consists of three rectangular structures 
around a curved, sunken gravel-coated court or pit.
The structures, which he calls ‘’complexes,’’ a term 
archaeologists use for buildings at ancient sites, are 
immense concrete and dirt mastabas, rectangles with 
sloped sides. ‘’Complex 2’’ is by itself more than a 
quarter-mile long. Its irregular surface incorporates 
two projections, one triangular and one rectangular, 
and several upright slabs that poke up over the top 
like mountain peaks.
“Materials were no longer canvas and paint or marble but dirt, sand 
and steel -- even sun and air.”
‘’I don’t work with scale, I work with size. Scale is an effete art term.’’
CASE STUDY15
Mohave and Quechan Indians, Blythe, California
blythe intaglios
Ancient human, animal, and geometric figures drawn in the earth
The figures are believed to have been made by 
the Mohave and Quechan Indians, are somewhere 
between 450 and 2,000 years old, and represent 
Mastamho, the creator of life. The palette of these 
“drawings” is the earth itself; the artists scraped the 
dark rock of the desert ground to expose the lighter 
soil underneath. With the largest human figure coming 
in at 171 feet long, they are difficult to see from ground 
level and are best viewed from a helicopter.
CASE STUDY16
IKEA Foundation + UNHCR, Greece, Iraq + more
better shelter
“Better Shelter tackles one of the defining issues of the moment: 
providing shelter in an exceptional situation whether caused by 
violence or disaster. It shows the power of design to respond 
to the conditions we are in and transform them. Innovative, 
humanitarian and implemented.”
Better Shelter develops innovative housing solutions 
with a mission to improve the lives of persons displaced 
by conflicts and natural disasters. It is a weatherproof 
temporary shelter that offers a more dignified home for 
displaced families as well as a cost effective solution for 
humanitarian organisations. The shelters are more durable, 
more cost-effective, and safer than the ones the UN 
typically gives refugees. For example, Ikea’s shelters can 
last up to three years, while current UN tents last six months 
or fewer with harsh weather conditions.
CASE STUDY17
Rasem Kamal, Jordanian desert
wadi rum
Kamal has proposed a network of burrow-like spaces that would 
sprawl out beneath a UNESCO-protected valley in the Jordanian 
desert. His project, a complex containing a train station, museum 
and hotel, is set underground to retain the appearance of Wadi 
Rum. The UNESCO-protected heritage site comprises a vast stretch 
of near-empty desert hemmed by colourful sandstone mountains 
in the south of Jordan. Kamal was motivated to create the project 
by the age-old debate surrounding the trade-off between external 
form and internal space. As a result the project has little detectable 
outer form to compete with views of the mountains – aside from a 
swimming pool that would be placed at ground level. Courtyards 
are unique and based also on the topography of the site and the 
intensity of natural light.
excavated sanctuaries
“These voids could be excavated in the natural ground in order to 
create a concealed and non-distracting architectural presence above 
ground, along with an unlimited flexibility to subtract underground.”
SITE STUDY18
dadaab: environment
Impact of refugee settlement on natural resources a case of Dadaab 
refugee camps in Kenya- The study was triggered by the fact 
that the refugee camps in Kenya are getting swelling numbers 
of refugee from the neighbouring countries particularly Somali 
and the realization that there is limited land for expansions hence 
competition for the scarce resources available with the objectives 
of analyzing the impact of refugee settlements on the environment, 
establishing the extent of environmental degradation in settled 
areas, ascertain host community awareness on dangers posed 
on the environment by human settlement and suggesting the 
way forward on the management of natural resources in refugee 
hosting areas. The study found that natural resources around the 
refugee camp have been declining every year due to influx of 
the refugees in the area who compete for the meager resources 
with the locals without replacing them and this spells doom to the 
community due to depletion of the resources which mainly support 
their life. Environmental deterioration of surrounding environment 
generates impacts on the refugees and local populations. In 
absence of mitigating measures, the economic, social, and public 
health impacts on these populations can be devastating. The study 
therefore concluded that refugee influx i.e high population density, 
new arrivals and existing population, extent of environmental 
degradation i.e soil erosion, waste disposal and overgrazing, 
haphazard settlement and level of community awareness through 




Dadaab is considered to have a desert climate. There is 
virtually no rainfall during the year in Dadaab. This climate 
is considered to be BWh according to the Köppen-
Geiger climate classification. The temperature here 
averages 28.6 °C. The average annual rainfall is 338 mm. 
The variation in the precipitation between the driest and 
wettest months is 85 mm. The variation in temperatures 
throughout the year is 4.0 °C.
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++DAWN --- gentle breeze southeast [5m/s]
++MORNING [partly cloudy]
++AFTERNOON [sunny] --- moderate breeze south [6m/s]
++EVENING [fair]
++DUSK --- light breeze southeast [3m/s]
a day in the life
[of raaxo]
06:15 SUNRISE ABOVE DADAAB DESERT
07:00 WAKE UP
07:15 BREAKFAST--- “anjera”, a traditional Somali snack 
made from wheat flour
08:00-17:00 WORK---could include
+teaching [school // building techniques // 
+building [screens // brick facades // markets // 
community spaces]
+coordinating [camp activities for refugees, youth // 
community activities & spaces]
+gathering [materials for bricks, ingredients for cooking 
meals for family, etc. 
18:00 DINNER 
19:34 SUNSET
22:30 SLEEP

